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Teaching in a Diverse, Inclusive Environment

One of the many benefits of working at UCLA is the diverse student body. Nearly three-quarters
of the student’s are non-white and a third of student’s are the first in their families to attend
college. Each year close to 3,000 students transfer from one of California’s community colleges.
The university has a vibrant LGBT community, active Greek life, and dozens of student run
religious clubs and organizations. And as one of the three largest majors on campus, teaching
political science provides our faculty with both the opportunity and challenge of serving a truly
diverse community.

Teaching summer session courses has exposed me to students with a wide range of academic
preparation and socio-economic backgrounds. Many of the students enrolled in summer courses
are either international students with limited first-hand experience in American politics or stu-
dents concurrently attending local community colleges. The range of prior knowledge among
the enrolled students requires me to design courses that will push those with prior knowledge
to think more deeply and systematically about the topic, while still providing a firm foundation
for those will less experience.

Given the at times controversial nature of political science, I work hard to create a more in-
clusive learning environment. I make a point to include scholarship from individuals of under-
represented communities (see #womenalsoknowstuff, #POCalsoknowstuff, and #lgbtscholars).
Students are more likely to express interest in a topic when they can see themselves as scholars
in that field. I have also been fortunate enough to work for an institution that supplements
these efforts with numerous resources, including faculty training, communication best practices,
and policy papers, that give us the tools necessary to foster greater inclusion in our classrooms.

These diverse perspectives influence how I structure my courses. Consider the simple task of
determining when to hold office hours. When I was an undergrad, most faculty held their office
hours during the same time block, but on a different day than class. But when students are
balancing courses with employment, when students are regularly commuting from home to cut
expenses, adding an additional day to a student’s schedule can be the difference between seeking
help and falling behind. I make a point to schedule my office hours immediately before class
and try whenever possible to stay a few minutes after class to answer questions for students who
can’t make it to office hours. UCLA’s socio-economic diversity also influences my curriculum.
Rather than requiring numerous textbooks, I try and keep the books requiring purchase to a
minimum. Keeping the financial restraints of my students in mind has secondary benefits for
all the students. By supplementing the textbook with news articles and academic writings that
are publicly available, I create a more cohesive, interesting, and importantly, inclusive course.
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http://newsroom.ucla.edu/ucla-fast-facts
https://womenalsoknowstuff.com/search
https://twitter.com/POCalsoknow?lang=en
https://twitter.com/lgbtscholars?lang=en
https://equity.ucla.edu/know/inclusion-strategies/
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Working for Greater Diversity & Inclusion

In my capacities as a graduate student and a lecturer at UCLA, I have had the opportunity
to mentor and work with many students. These activities have included supervising indepen-
dent study activities, advising on senior thesis projects, and working with students on my own
research. Given the diversity present in the student body, the majority of the students I have
advised have come from under-represented populations. Half of the battle for increasing diversity
in the academy is nurturing and supporting a passion for our field in these under-represented
groups. I take particular pride in two students who will be applying for graduate programs in
the Fall who had not considered academia as a career previously. I see this mentorship as an
investment in our discipline – all of our work is made better by a more diverse set of perspectives
and experiences.

Another way to foster a more inclusive discipline is to encourage participation in a more diverse
set of students. In coordination with UCLA’s Dashew Center for International Students, I have
hosted bi-annual crash courses in American politics for the past four years. We cover topics
from campaigns and elections to checks and balances to give students new to American politics
the tools necessary to grapple with current events. While hosted by Dashew, we outreach with
transfer and first-gen organizations to create a springboard into the discipline for those who
might otherwise have not considered political science.

Understanding Inequalities in Representation

Much of my work focuses on the role of campaign contribution networks on the primary election
prospects of candidates for Congress. On its face, my work would appear to have little to do with
understanding diversity or representation in government. But I would argue that the underlying
mechanism I study – the deployment of scare resources by organized political networks – is critical
for understanding the composition of our elected branches. Consider these three examples:

• Why do some districts with large Latino populations elect Latino members of Congress
while others do not? Ocampo (2017) finds that networks of political support are critical
to organizing support behind Latino candidates.

• Women make up over half of the population, yet are severly under-represented in Congress
despite little evidence of an electoral gender penalty (Anastasopoulos 2016). Reports of
the 2018 election cycle often discuss the importance of fundraising networks in female
candidate’s success in the on-going primaries.

• Voters, if anything, express a preference for blue collar candidates, yet few if any members
of Congress can be said to be ‘blue collar.’ Carnes (2018) finds that blue collar candidates
are recruited less by party officials because they worry about their ability to marshall the
necessary financial resources.

If we wish to understand why particular groups are under-represented in Congress, we must
better understand the mechanisms that carry candidates into office. And given how important
primary elections are in an era of minimal competition in the general election, understanding
the dynamics of these races is critical. If our goal as a society is to have elected bodies that
more descriptively represent the population, then we need to turn our attention to the decision-
making processes of these political networks to understand why certain candidates are recruited,
supported, and elected, while others are not.
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http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/1065912917727368
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0261379415300342
https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/elections/giving-circles-female-fundraisers-are-powering-women-candidates-n895276
http://people.duke.edu/~nwc8/

